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Market Review 

As discussed on our February 8 Sales Alert, we sold 309 and 67 shares of Smucker (SJM – 

$136.68) respectively held in TPS Portfolio and Buckingham Portfolio at $134.9575 on 

Thursday, February 10. 

We will use that price to close out the 140 and 170 share SJM positions respectively held in our 

two hypothetical portfolios, Millennium Portfolio and PruFolio. 

***** 

It was another interesting week (aren’t they all?) for the equity markets, with the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average jumping more than 900 points by mid-day Wednesday, before that popular 

index suffered a pair of 500-point skids on Thursday and Friday to end the five trading days well 

into the red. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/MC021422.pdf


 

Happily, though there are few prizes for red ink, the Value benchmarks again outperformed 

Growth,… 



 

…with the more expensive names hit harder by worries about higher interest rates, especially 

after James Bullard on Thursday proclaimed, “I’d like to see 100 basis points in the bag by July 

1.” 



 

The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis President added, “I was already more hawkish but I have 

pulled up dramatically what I think the committee should do,” with his comments coming after 

the Consumer Price Index leapt again in January on a year-over-year basis to a four-decade high. 



 

The big jump in inflation and a greater belief that the Federal Reserve will lean more toward Mr. 

Bullard’s views on monetary policy sent the yield on the benchmark 10-Year U.S. Treasury 

above 2% for the first time since July 2019, adding to the year-to-date losses for Fixed Income, 

where the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond is now off 3.45% so far in 2022. 



 

Equities were not immune for a few days at least, to the sudden shift in the interest rate outlook, 

even as those willing to look through a longer-term lens will note that stocks, especially those of 

the Value variety, have actually performed well, on average, when the Fed is less 

accommodative. 



 

We have crunched the numbers in several different ways, with the data showing positive average 

returns for all stocks, with Value leading the charge, when the Fed Funds rate is moving up,… 



 

…and when the yield on the 10-Year U.S. Treasury is rising. 



 

And, believe it or not, the evidence suggests an inflation rate at or above 7% historically has led 

to better-than-usual three-, six- and 12-month returns for Value. 



 

To be sure, we respect that many are concerned about the impact a more hawkish Fed and higher 

interest rates will have on the U.S. economy, especially with last week’s sentiment readings 

coming in below expectations. 



 

Still, we note that the labor picture remains quite healthy,… 



 

…and the outlook for Q1 GDP growth, as offered by the Atlanta Fed, rose slightly last week,… 



 

…while corporate profit reports, on average, continued to come in above analyst forecasts,… 



 

…compelling more companies to boost their quarterly dividends,… 



 

…and keeping the earnings yield comparison very attractive, despite the jump in Treasury yields. 



 

***** 

We also point out that the 10-Year yield fell precipitously on Friday, from 2.04% to 1.94%, as 

interest rates were not the only issue to fuel investor consternation, with the Russia-Ukraine 

crisis became more worrisome. The U.S. warned on Friday that President Vladimir Putin could 

order a major military assault at any moment. 



 

Obviously, a military conflict in Ukraine would be a major concern, and we realize that Pentagon 

Press Secretary John Kirby said on Sunday, “I think a mosaic of the intelligence that we’re 

seeing. Not speaking to it specifically but we have good sources of intelligence and they’re 

telling us that things are sort of building now to some kind of crescendo opportunity for Mr. 

Putin.” However, history shows that equities have overcome plenty of disconcerting events,… 



 

…with downturns, some scarier than others, the price that must be paid on the way to 

exceptional long-term returns. 



 

Indeed, even in a year like 2000, when the S&P 500 fell more than 9% and the Russell 3000 

Growth index plunged by more than 22%, the Russell 3000 Value index enjoyed a solid 8%+ 

return, though the latter gauge suffered a 13% correction from 01.14.00 to 02.25.00. 



 

That in mind, we are always braced for equity market downside, but we sleep much better at 

night knowing that our portfolios sport inexpensive valuation metrics and generous dividend 

yields,… 



 

…while we don’t mind, from a contrarian perspective, that many investors are Bearish on stocks 

today,… 



 

…and there was good news from a historical perspective on Super Bowl Sunday. 



 

Stock Updates  

Keeping in mind that all stocks are rated as a “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” a listing 

of all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/. We also offer the reminder that any sales we make 

for our newsletter strategies are announced via our Sales Alerts. 

Jason Clark, Chris Quigley and Zack Tart offer updates on a baker’s dozen of our stocks that 

reported quarterly results last week or had news out worthy of mention. 

Shares of Amgen (AMGN – $228.20) surged nearly 8% on Tuesday before giving up a fair 

chunk of the gain after the biotech giant posted excellent fourth quarter numbers and issued an 

upbeat long-term outlook. Amgen reported that it earned $4.36 per share (versus the $4.07 

estimate). Global product sales increased 3% versus the same quarter a year ago, as substantial 

volume growth across multiple products offset pricing headwinds. Sales of the firm’s leading 

drug Enbrel declined by 13% year-over-year, impacted by lower inventory levels, price and 

volume reductions. Amgen’s second-best seller, Prolia, grew 17% year-over-year and now 

represents 13% of overall product sales. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


At the firm’s business review meeting, CEO Robert Bradway acknowledged Amgen’s challenges 

and described its strategy to overcome them. He stated, “First, we all know there’s intense price 

pressure on prescription drugs, and the impact of the pandemic on economies around the world 

will only increase this. So irrespective of what may or may not come out of Washington, the 

direction of travel is clear. Prices will continue to come down, and our business is built around 

that assumption. So how have we positioned ourselves to succeed in this environment? Well, we 

focused on being first and best in having first and best-in-class medicines, medicines that deliver 

significant benefits in areas of high unmet need and that demonstrate clear value to patients and 

the health care system. We’ve also positioned our portfolio to feature medicines that can grow 

through volume, not just through price increases. Our fully-integrated biosimilars business saves 

money for the health care system, thereby freeing up funds for our innovative offerings.” 

“Second,” he continued, “we recognize there’s tremendous life cycle compression in our 

industry. Growing competition, narrowing landscapes for intellectual property and technological 

leapfrogging all have the same effect: fewer years to earn a return on innovation, and that puts a 

premium on speed. And so we’ve taken steps to significantly reduce our cycle times across the 

business. And especially in R&D, where on average, we’ve been able to eliminate 3 years out of 

the life cycle of the development of a new medicine…Innovation is another. There’s never been 

a better moment for innovating than now. The protein folding problem, for example, was 

considered to be one of the grandest challenges in biology for 50 years, and the solution to the 

problem was reported on July 22 last year. There is no question this will increase the speed and 

success of biologics discovery. And it’s not a coincidence that we’re seeing these decades old 

challenges to all to this particular moment in time. As I said at the outset, we’re entering an 

extraordinary new era in biotechnology, a moment where both the need for [innovation] and our 

ability to innovate are expanding exponentially. And that’s good news for Amgen; we intend to 

ride this wave of opportunity and not watch it pass us by.” 

Looking ahead, management shared revenue and earnings estimates for 2022, anticipating a 

range of $25.4 billion to $26.5 billion for the former and between $17 to $18 per share for the 

latter, as volume growth is expected to offset price headwinds. Further out, the team expects 

biosimilar launches, rhe innovative and longer-range biosimilar pipeline, and sales from new 

products to more than offset the impact of future competition for denosumab (Prolia/Xgeva), 

Otezla and Enbrel to achieve mid-single-digit revenue growth and high single-digit to low 

double-digit EPS growth from 2022 to 2030. Regarding capital returns to shareholders, 

management suggested a goal of paying out greater than 60% of non-GAAP net income on 

average through 2030, down from a ratio of over 70% from 2012 to 2021. 

Despite the litany of patent protections for Amgen’s Enbrel, we expect lawsuits and competition 

to heat up in 2023 (when competitor Humira loses exclusivity) with six biosimilar alternatives 

now cleared by the FDA. Nevertheless, the firm’s sound balance sheet and significant cash flow 

generation allow it to invest in defending its position through R&D and via acquisitions. Shares 

change hands at a very reasonable forward P/E multiple of 13. With the dividend increased 10% 

last December, the yield is now at 3.4%. Also noting our view of the company’s strong pipeline 

of new therapeutics, our Target Price for AMGN has been boosted to $304. 



CVS Health (CVS – $104.24) reported EPS of $1.98 in Q4 (versus the $1.79 est.), bringing the 

full-year number to $8.40, a 12% improvement over 2020. The integrated health care giant 

generated revenue of $76.6 billion in Q4 and $292.1 billion for the full year, respective increases 

of 10.1% and 8.7% over the year-ago periods, which were also slightly above estimates. The 

pharmacy benefit management business ended 2021 with 110 million members, versus 105 

million at the end of 2020. 

Management also unveiled several steps it thinks will support the acceleration of the company’s 

omnichannel health strategy, which will include the creation of new store formats and the 

optimization of the retail footprint to align with evolving customer needs, a reduction in store 

density in certain locations and the closure of approximately 900 retail stores between 2022 and 

2024. CVS paid down $2.3 billion of long-term debt in 2021, bringing the total paid since the 

close of the acquisition of Aetna Inc. in November 2018 to $21.0 billion. 

Despite the strong quarter, shares skidded over 5% on the day of the release as management was 

content to leave the guidance it gave in December ($8.10 and $8.30 of EPS for 2022) unchanged 

as the COVID-19 surge of business will likely dissipate somewhat. CEO Karen Lynch explained, 

“This strong performance positions us well for 2022. Our forecast reflects increased volume 

from COVID testing and front store sales in our retail business relative to our forecast at Investor 

Day, offset by the accelerated timing of vaccine boosters pulled into the fourth quarter of 

2021…Consumers are a major force driving change in health care, and we continue to engage 

successfully with individuals in more places and on their terms, virtually in the home and in their 

local community. Customers and clients continue to realize the superior value we are providing 

with our integrated health solutions, particularly those that address the most prevalent, costly and 

complex health conditions, such as diabetes, cancer and chronic kidney disease.” 

She added, “We had an impressive annual enrollment period in our Medicare business. For the 

second consecutive year, we grew all Medicare product lines, and our growth rates this year 

exceed the industry averages in all categories. We grew total Medicare Advantage membership 

by 11.6% versus the prior year, reflecting increases in individual and group Medicare Advantage 

of over 15% and 6%, respectively, year-over-year. We had a solid 2022 selling season in our 

national accounts commercial business. We expect to grow membership in the low single digits 

for the full year and maintain strong client retention of 96%. Our success is driven by the 

combination of our competitive cost structure, our integrated benefit designs, including medical 

and pharmacy, and products and services that utilize CVS Health capabilities such as transform 

care diabetes and virtual primary care programs. For Pharmacy Services in 2022, we expect 6% 

to 8% revenue growth and 7% to 9% adjusted operating income growth as we create long-term 

value for our clients and our members. Our Retail segment plays a critical role as a community 

health destination for millions of Americans. This segment outperformed the industry and our 

expectations in 2021. We grew revenue 9.8% year-over-year to just over $100 billion, marking 

an important milestone in the history of this CVS Health business.” 

Although the competitive landscape isn’t getting any less challenging and there seemingly is 

always a regulatory cloud in the operational sky, we think there is plenty of runway ahead to 

improve access to care using CVS’s integrated health care delivery model. We appreciate that 

scale benefits from the Aetna acquisition are starting to show through, with cost savings allowing 



the company to raise its quarterly dividend by 10% last December to $0.55 per share for the first 

time since 2017. While shares have had a terrific run (up nearly 44% over the past 12 months) 

we continue to find them attractive as they trade for less than 13 times NTM adjusted earnings 

estimates and yield 2.1%. Our Target Price for CVS has been raised to $137. 

Shares of Walt Disney (DIS – $149.47) rose after the company’s fiscal Q1 2022 results showed 

the widely adopted doom-and-gloom story about content streaming businesses didn’t play out for 

the entertainment giant. Subscribers for the streaming platform grew by 37% year-over-year to 

129.8 million (vs. 125.1 million consensus estimate), while EPS was $1.06 (vs. $0.57 est.) and 

global revenue was $21.8 billion (vs. $20.85 billion est.). The company’s Media and 

Entertainment Distribution revenue rose to $14.59 billion (in line with the consensus estimate) 

and Parks, Experiences and Products revenue rose to $7.23 billion (vs. $6.13 billion est.). 

CEO Bob Chapek said, “It is perhaps fitting that our 100th anniversary comes at a time of 

significant change for us and our industry. In the midst of a global pandemic, fast-changing 

consumer expectations and a leadership transition, we reimagined our parks business, 

substantially increased our investment in content creation and executed a reorganization that will 

facilitate our ongoing transformation. Each of those actions has helped set the stage for our 

second century. And as we approach that remarkable milestone, I am filled with optimism. We 

have the world’s most creative storytelling engine, an unmatched collection of brands and 

franchises and an ability to tell stories that form deep emotional connections with audiences. We 

have a portfolio of distribution platforms, including powerful and growing streaming services. 

We have diverse revenue streams that span business models and industries, but which all are 

interconnected to create entertainment’s most powerful synergy machine. We have the country’s 

top news organization and the most trusted brand for following sports and our theme parks 

continue to be the most magical places on Earth. In short, our collection of assets and platforms, 

creative capabilities and unique place in the cultural zeitgeist give me great confidence that we 

will continue to define entertainment for the next 100 years.” 

Mr. Chapek mentioned that the company’s revamped park pass programs are extremely popular, 

“In the quarter, more than 1/3 of domestic park guests purchased either Genie+, Lightning Lane 

or both. That number rose to more than 50% during the holiday period. While demand was 

strong throughout the quarter at both domestic sites, our reservation system enabled us to 

strategically manage attendance. In fact, their stellar performance was achieved at lower 

attendance levels than 2019. As we return to a more normalized environment, we look forward to 

more fully capitalizing on the extraordinary demand for our parks, along with the already 

realized yield benefits that took shape this quarter.” 

CFO Christine McCarthy said, “We would like to give you some context around two items that 

may impact our second quarter results. First, as we continue to increase our investment in 

content, we expect programming and production costs at DMED to increase versus the prior 

year, primarily driven by Direct-to-Consumer and Linear Networks. At Direct-to-Consumer, we 

expect programming and production expenses to increase by approximately $800 million to $1 

billion, including programming fees for Hulu Live. At Linear Networks, we expect programming 

and production expenses to increase by approximately $500 million, reflecting factors including 

COVID-related timing shifts. We aired 4 additional NFL games at the start of the current quarter. 



And as a reminder, the Academy Awards will be held in Q2 of this year, while it fell into Q3 of 

the prior year. Second, at Content Sales/Licensing and Other, a difficult Q2 comparison to prior 

year TV and SVOD program sales is due in part to our strategic decision to hold more of our 

owned and produced content for our direct-to-consumer services. As a result, we expect 

operating income to be adversely impacted by more than $200 million versus the prior year 

quarter.” Management didn’t address the currently discontinued dividend, but Bloomberg 

forecasts a $0.20 payout in Q3 of this year. That would be a small yield for sure, but we would 

be glad to see Disney paying again. We think fears of slowing streaming growth are largely 

unfounded. 

In our view, it’s not a question about the willingness of consumers to drop very-expensive cable 

plans and switch to streaming networks. Instead, it’s a question that surrounds content creators 

(Netflix, Disney, et cetera) and their willingness to fund expensive content creation products and 

the margin compression that comes along with that. The content business is challenging (to say 

the least), while Netflix, Apple TV+ and Disney have released hit after hit. What makes Disney 

different from the others is the depth of attachment the company has with people. Yes, we may 

love Netflix’s Ozark and NBC’s Chicago Fire, but neither of those series were from our 

childhoods, have theme parks built around them or have the main characters for sale in plush 

form. When Disney bundles Disney+ with ESPN and Hulu (for live TV), it’s compelling, not 

just because we are getting live TV at a reasonable price, but because there’s a deeper 

attachment. For that reason, we think Disney will be willing and able to fund expensive content 

because the cash generation is multifaceted. Perhaps not so with the other streamers. Our Target 

Price for DIS has been lifted to $201. 

Shares of Hasbro (HAS – $94.39) dipped modestly after the company reported Q4 results but 

they rebounded to close the week slightly higher. The toymaker turned in adjusted EPS of $1.21, 

compared with a consensus estimate of $0.90, and had sales a little bit above $2.0 billion, ahead 

of the $1.87 billion estimate. HAS benefitted from growth in the gaming segment, in which the 

company has been making substantial investments, as well as the My Little Pony, Peppa Pig, PJ 

Masks and Dungeons & Dragons franchises. To keep operating profit margins at or above 2021 

levels, management expects to increase prices in the second quarter. 

Interim CEO Richard Stoddart said, “Throughout the year, and especially in the fourth quarter, 

we successfully navigated supply chain challenges across the business, delivering another record 

Wizards of the Coast, growing consumer products revenue for the year and fourth quarter and 

achieving robust content deliveries above 2019 levels in our Entertainment business. The Brand 

Blueprint strategy is driving profitable growth across our diversified portfolio, and Hasbro’s 

unique set of strategic assets provide the foundation for maximizing the value of both our 

existing franchises and new IP. We have and are investing significant capital around the 

Blueprint, expanding and growing our powerful gaming portfolio, including in Magic: The 

Gathering and Dungeons & Dragons, building deeper and more valuable brands, telling 

compelling stories to global audiences and in developing our talented teams. Our commitment to 

disciplined strategic investments over the long term has built a differentiated business with 

diversified capabilities to drive profitable growth and enhance shareholder value.” 



Mr. Stoddart continued, “It has been a true honor to work with the Hasbro team as interim CEO 

over these past several months… This year’s results position Hasbro for continued growth and to 

continue driving shareholder value. With consumers, brands and storytelling at the center and 

purpose at our core, we have made and are making significant investments across the business 

and in our people to drive capabilities, insights and innovation to support our long-term growth.” 

CFO Deb Thomas discussed the recent loss of the Disney Princesses and Frozen contracts, 

“While our rights expire for Disney Princess and Frozen at the end of 2022, we are very excited 

about our continuing relationships with Disney for Marvel, Star Wars and Indiana Jones and the 

product offerings around these brands. The Disney Princess and Frozen business has averaged 

approximately $250 million in revenue per year for Hasbro, peaking in 2019 with the last Frozen 

film. We expect to grow our Consumer Products segment revenue in the low single digits in 

2022 as we execute the rich and valuable portfolio of Hasbro and Partner Brands and increasing 

to a mid-single-digit growth rate over the medium term, including greater operating profit margin 

expansion in 2023 and beyond.” 

Looking ahead, Ms. Thomas said, “For the medium term through 2024, we expect revenue 

growth in the mid-single digits on a compounding annual basis. Each segment has strength on its 

own. But as we have seen over time, the greatest return comes from the broad portfolio that is 

part of our Brand Blueprint strategy delivers greater value. Importantly, we expect the financial 

benefits of our combined capabilities to grow over time. By year-end 2023, operating profit 

margin is expected to exceed 16% and operating cash flow should reach approximately $1 

billion…Long-term investments in our brands and capabilities have built a differentiated 

business with diversified capabilities to drive long-term profitable growth and enhance 

shareholder value. These investments have benefited not only 2021, but are designed to benefit 

years to come. After delivering a high-quality year, we’re positioned for further growth in 2022 

and on track for greater revenue growth and greater operating profit expansion in 2023 and 

beyond as we leverage our investments and building brands and capabilities across the Brand 

Blueprint to drive profitable growth for the long term under a strong leadership team.” 



 

While we are disappointed Disney did not renew the Disney Princesses/Frozen license, that 

business had seen better days and the entertainment giant remains a partner across other brands. 

Empty shelves continue to be a challenge for HAS given the manufacturing bottlenecks and there 

is always the risk that price hikes result in changes to consumer behavior. The near-term bumps 

notwithstanding, we like HAS for the long haul and believe that margin expansion, valuable 

licensing agreements and a solid library of in-house IP suggest the company is still in good 

shape. HAS continues to whittle its debt balance (now $4.03 billion, down from $5.3 billion at 

the end of 2020). Shares trade for a reasonable forward P/E ratio of 18 and boast a generous 

dividend yield of 3.0%. Our Target Price for HAS now resides at $127. 

Shares of Zimmer Biomet (ZBH – $116.21) sank over 9% this past Monday as the medical 

device maker released Q4 financial results prior to the market open. The implant provider earned 

$1.95 per share on $2.0 billion of sales in its worst Q4 since 2014. Management continues to 

fault COVID-19 for its ailments. CEO Bryan Hanson explained, “The quarter was particularly 

impacted throughout December due to hospital staffing shortages and the Omicron variant surge 

worldwide.” Sales of both knee and hip segments declined, particularly in Asia, even as the 

EMEA region experienced a nice bounce, and Zimmer wasn’t immune from inflation of input 

and transportation costs. For the full year, Zimmer posted adjusted diluted EPS of $7.37, so the 



negative share price reaction was due in large part to management’s 2022 EPS guidance of $6.40 

to $6.80. 

CFO Suky Upadhyay elaborated on the firm’s expectations for 2022, “COVID and customer 

staffing pressures are expected to continue throughout 2022. We expect the COVID and staffing 

pressures that we saw in December to accelerate into the first quarter of this year with the first 

half of 2022 being more pressured than the second half. Against this backdrop, our current 

expectations for the full year 2022 financial outlook are reported revenue growth in the range of 

negative 4% to 0 versus 2021 with an expected foreign currency exchange headwind of 

approximately 200 basis points.” 

The company also provided an update on the pending spin off of the Spine and Dental business 

to be called ZimVie. “Regular-way” trading of ZimVie common stock is expected to begin 

March 1, 2022, under the symbol ZIMV. Zimmer Biomet shareholders will receive one share of 

ZimVie common stock for every ten shares of ZBH. 

Of course, this past Tuesday, despite a couple of analyst downgrades, shares recovered much of 

the ground lost the day prior, though they headed south again as the overall market sold off on 

Thursday and Friday. While we suspect optimism about the decline in COVID-19 cases deserved 

most of the credit, news stories cited an expanded partnership with Bactiguard. Per that 

company’s press release, “Bactiguard and Zimmer Biomet have today agreed to expand the 

global license partnership, that was initiated in 2019, to cover multiple product segments. The 

extended exclusive license agreement covers implants for joint reconstruction (hips and knees), 

sports medicine, craniomaxillofacial and thoracic applications. It includes license and 

development fees of USD 1.5 million payable in 2022, additional contingent milestone payments 

of USD 7.5 million based on U.S. regulatory clearance for different product categories, and 

royalties on net sales following commercialization.” 

Like other major device makers, the last year has been undeniably tough for Zimmer. The guide 

for next quarter was disappointing as we had expected Zimmer to turn a corner, but it we think 

its position as the king of knee and hip replacement implants is still intact. The pending spinoff 

of dental and spinal businesses is expected to allow ZBH to elevate its focus to that needed for 

the continued development of some its new tech-forward products like ZBEdge, a suite of 

integrated digital and robotic technologies. With shares crushed over the past 10 months, we 

think those who can be patient in waiting for the pandemic headwinds to blow less stiffly will be 

handsomely rewarded. Our Target Price for ZBH has been trimmed to $179. 

COVID-19 therapies continue to control the near-term narrative for Pfizer (PFE – $50.78), as 

they helped drive a 157% increase in Q4 EPS year-over-year ($1.08 vs $0.88 est.). Apart from 

COVID-19 therapeutics, revenue was roughly 3% lower year-over-year. Shares of the 

pharmaceutical giant pulled back as much as 6.5% the day of the release before rebounding 

slightly as management’s expectation for 2022 EPS between $6.35 and $6.55 was nearly 4% 

below the consensus estimate ($6.71) at the midpoint. This guidance does not account for any 

share repurchases throughout the current year ($5.3 billion remains under the current 

authorization) and only incorporates doses expected to be delivered under contracts signed as of 

late January. The company suggests that its COVID vaccine (Comirnaty) and treatment 



(Paxlovid) are on tap to generate combined revenue of $54 billion (with a “B”) in 2022. Pfizer 

has also expanded collaborative partnerships to enhance mRNA efforts with vaccination and 

treatment candidates for several additional indications in development. 

PFE CEO Albert Boarla commented, “2021 was a watershed year for Pfizer, a year in which we 

set all-time highs in all major areas of focus for Pfizer. We reached an estimated 1.4 billion 

patients with our medicines and vaccines. That’s more than 1 out of every 6 people on earth. 

Never before has Pfizer’s patient impact been so wide reaching… Our success in leading the 

fight against COVID-19 have not only made a positive difference in the world. I believe they 

have fundamentally changed our company and our culture forever. Colleagues across Pfizer are 

inspired by what we have achieved and most are more determined than ever to be part of the next 

potentially game-changing breakthrough. To that end, we are applying the Lightspeed principles 

developed for our COVID-19 work to our other therapeutic areas to make sure we continue to 

move at the speed of science for the benefits of all patients. As a result, we believe we can do 

even better with each of these metrics in 2022, each one of them. Our full year 2022 financial 

guidance, for example, includes, for the first time ever, a forecasted revenue midpoint, that it is 

triple digit, $100 billion, and an adjusted diluted EPS midpoint of $6.45.” 

Dr. Bourla seemed to take issue with the Street projecting negligible growth (or even a slight 

decline) in the latter part of the decade. He exclaimed, “We feel that the entirety of our business 

continues to demonstrate a robust top line growth trajectory through 2025. Consensus estimates 

are beginning to slowly recognize this momentum. However, consensus estimates currently saw 

our top line shrinking from 2025 to 2030. I want to repeat that this is inconsistent with our own 

plans. Our goal is to continue to be a growth company from ’25 to 2030, despite the impact of 

LOEs expected during that period. A few words about that. We leverage business development 

opportunities to advance our business strategies and objectives. The strength of our balance sheet 

and cash flows allows us to pursue new business development opportunities going forward that 

could add at least $25 billion of risk-adjusted revenues to our 2030 top line expectations. We 

expect to do this while still maintaining our growing dividend as well as flexibility for other uses 

of our cash. Since 2019, we have already invested almost $25 billion in business development 

transactions, adding more than $13 billion in consensus, I repeat, in consensus 2030 revenue. I 

would point out that the $13 billion of consensus currently includes nothing for the Trillium 

assets, the Biohaven collaboration or the recently announced mRNA deals, all of which have 

substantial potential. I see this pace of business development accelerating going forward, and I’m 

confident it will be an important driver in ensuring Pfizer as a growth company in the back half 

of this decade.” 



 

Though we are cautious to project them too far into the future, the near-term sales of COVID 

products will have certainly fortified the foundation by which Pfizer ought to generate the next 

wave of successful therapies. We note that PFE originally planned to reveal data from its study 

of Paxlovid (the oral treatment) in standard risk patients in Q1 of this year, but this has been 

pushed back to the latter half of the year (along with a pediatric patient study), with presentation 

of data from a prophylaxis trial scheduled for Q2. We appreciate the diversity of Pfizer’s current 

revenue base (in addition to COVID-19 therapies) as well as management’s increasing 

confidence for organic growth potential from its emerging pipeline of products as trial data is set 

to emerge over the next few years. Shares trade for 11.5 times trailing-12-month earnings and 7.2 

times the consensus EPS estimate for 2022. The yield is now 3.2% and our Target Price has been 

raised to $72. 

Advertising, marketing and corporate communications services firm Omnicom (OMC – $84.80) 

earned $1.95 per share in Q4 (vs. $1.72 est.) and had revenue of $3.86 billion (vs. $3.68 billion 

est.). Strong growth numbers and positive underlying trends resulted in shares soaring more than 

10% last week. 

CEO John Wren said, “Our improved performance was underpinned by our precision marketing 

discipline, which is helping clients transform their business so they can engage directly with their 



consumers through digital platforms. We also benefited from the continuing rebound in our 

experiential discipline as more in-person events resumed in Q4…We’re entering the new year in 

a very strong position with a sharp eye on our key strategic initiatives, which remain our talent, 

dedication to creativity and building our already strong capabilities in precision marketing and 

MarTech consulting, e-commerce, digital and performance media and predictive data-driven 

insights, all of which are fully supported by Omni.” 

CFO Phil Angelastro added, “Acquisitions picked up relative to 2020 at $202 million. We are 

investing in the areas most important to our clients and therefore, to our future revenue growth. 

Two acquisitions in the fourth quarter of 2021 are highlighted at the back of this deck. Jump 450 

Media, a performance media agency that is now part of Omnicom Media Group; and BrightGen, 

a digital business transformation specialist that is a significant implementation partner for the 

Salesforce marketing stack. BrightGen is now part of our Precision Marketing Group… We 

chose our strong return on invested capital of 33.4% for the fiscal year 2021 and 44.3% return on 

equity. Both of these took notable steps up from 2020 and remain very healthy indicators of the 

strength of our business and its attractiveness to shareholders.” 

In 2021, OMC spent $113 million on preferred dividends, $592 million on common-share 

dividends and $518 million on stock repurchases. Management said OMC is “back on track” 

with its $500 million to $600 million pre-pandemic share repurchase spending. For 2022, OMC 

expects organic revenue growth between 5% and 6% with a similar margin to 2021 (15.4%) 

thanks to an acceleration in digital marketing spending and AI-based technologies. The 

company’s Omnicom Precision Marketing Group, which leverages AI data crunching, has 

snagged big clients like Philips, Mercedes, Nike and Diageo. Analysts expect EPS around $6.51 

for 2022, a couple of pennies below 2021’s level with growth picking up in 2023 and 2024. We 

saw wide variations in advertising results from Alphabet and Meta Platforms (formerly known as 

Facebook) over this earnings season, so we were glad to see Omnicom on the positive side of the 

spectrum. We are fond of OMC’s high-power client base and technological advantages, as well 

as the strong balance sheet and reasonable fundamentals. OMC also scores well in our 

proprietary valuation framework, trades for just 13 times NTM earnings and sports a 3.3% 

dividend yield. Our Target Price has been lifted to $109. 

Tyson Foods (TSN – $97.99) announced fiscal Q1 EPS of $2.87, a 48% improvement year-

over-year that blew away expectations. The meat producer generated operating leverage as an 

average price increase of 20% across segments offset cost inflation to generate a 4.6% operating 

margin improvement versus a year ago. Management expects margin to normalize a bit in 2022, 

projecting adjusted operating margin at the upper end of 7% to 9%. With production volumes 

expected to flatten over the next year, the company is targeting $300 million to $400 million of 

productivity savings (roughly $0.96 per share) in fiscal 2022 and $1 billion of savings by the end 

of fiscal 2024. Tyson is in the process of building 12 new plants and is planning to invest $2 

billion in fiscal ’22 with a disproportionate share focused on new capacity and automation 

objectives. The company repurchased 4.2 million shares (1.2% of outstanding shares) in the 

quarter for an average of $82.90 per share. 

CEO Donnie King commented, “Strong performance in our Beef segment, earlier-than-expected 

recovery in Prepared Foods and improvement in Chicken and Pork all supported strong earning 



results. Our retail core business lines, which include our iconic brands, Tyson, Jimmy Dean, 

Hillshire Farm and Ball Park maintain their volume share position even as we work through 

price increases to address inflationary pressure. And our foodservice Focus 6 product lines grew 

share year-over-year in broadline distribution. This growth was driven in large part by value-

added chicken, which outperformed industry recovery and breakfast sausage where we were 

seeing improved fill rates. Importantly, and despite the continued impact of COVID-19, our 

volumes improved slightly across the company relative to the same quarter last year. Chicken 

was a bright spot, where we saw our volumes improved 3.6%. While this is a good start, we are 

not where we want to be on volume. So, we’re taking actions segment by segment to improve 

our volume performance. These actions include investing in our team members, in additional 

capacity and in brands and product innovation.” 

 

Shares spiked 11% higher last week as Tyson surprised the Street with its ability to pass along 

costs and pad its margin. We appreciate that Tyson is focused on streamlining its operations 

given persistently tight supply conditions. Longer term, we continue to think protein 

consumption will continue to increase around the globe, especially in emerging economies as 

residents see quality-of-life improvements. The stock trades for an inexpensive 12.4 times NTM 

EPS estimates and maintains a 1.9% dividend yield. Our Target Price for TSN has been hiked to 

$118. 



Shares of Tapestry (TPR – $39.18) climbed nearly 10%, buoyed by strong results in fiscal Q1, 

before giving back much of the advance by week’s end. The luxury fashion and accessory 

designer earned $0.82 per share in the period, a 45% improvement over a solid comparable 

quarter last year, and 18% better than the consensus Street estimate. Sales grew 27% year-over-

year to $2.14 billion, an 18% improvement compared to the latest comparable pre-pandemic 

quarter. Coach continues to represent over 80% of profits, and grew nearly 15% year-over-year. 

Tapestry repurchased 18 million shares for an average cost of $42.02 per share in the quarter, 

with $850 million remaining on the repurchase authorization. For the second quarter in a row, 

management has bumped its repurchase goal to $1.25 billion in 2022, up from the $1.0 billion 

announced last quarter. Management also raised its earnings guidance from a range of $3.45 to 

$3.50 to a range of $3.60 to $3.65. 

CEO Joanne Crevoiserat stated, “We delivered record sales and adjusted earnings in the holiday 

quarter, highlighted by an inflection at Kate Spade, ongoing momentum at Coach and a return to 

pre-pandemic revenue levels at Stuart Weitzman. Importantly, we realized the significant 

acceleration in sales trends, driving strong double-digit growth over pre-pandemic levels and 

well outpacing our expectations across brands. We took bold and deliberate actions to deliver for 

our customers and effectively navigated industry-wide challenges to meet increasing demand for 

our brands. These results are a testament to the significant transformation of our business, the 

strong consumer backdrop and engagement with our categories and the ingenuity and agility of 

our teams across the globe. We are a different company than we were just 18 months ago, 

backed by the strength of our unique brands and the benefits of our multi-brand platform. We 

continue to make meaningful progress against the acceleration program by sharpening our focus 

on the consumer, leveraging data to lead with a digital-first mindset and working with speed and 

agility… We maintained a consumer-centric lens by utilizing our customer data and analytics 

capabilities to enhance engagement, resulting in improvements to key customer metrics. We 

acquired nearly 3 million new customers who transacted with our brands across channels in 

North America, a low double-digit increase compared to the prior year with growth in both stores 

and online. This brings total new customer acquisition to over 11 million over the past 18 

months.” 

CFO Scott Roe added, “We continue to expect modest operating margin expansion for the fiscal 

year, maintaining our gross margin and SG&A rate expectations. As previously shared, we 

expect gross margin to contract modestly due to incremental cost pressures associated with 

freight. The pressure is now expected to be approximately $170 million in the fiscal year. 

Excluding this impact of 250 basis points, underlying gross margin continues to expand through 

lower discounting and improved SKU productivity. In addition, we’re capitalizing on the pricing 

power exhibited by each of our brands by increasing prices selectively going forward. In 

addition, modest SG&A leverage is anticipated for the fiscal year. We continue to expect about 

$300 million in structural gross run rate expense savings as a result of the acceleration program. 

We’re committed to reinvesting in the business to fuel long-term growth.” 

Fashion and accessory markets remain intensely competitive and consumer preference can be 

fickle. But we point to gross margins across segments that have held steady despite all the news 

of cost inflation as evidence of the appeal Tapestry’s brands boast with luxury consumers. And 

while Coach continues to pull the lion’s share of the weight, we note that Kate Spade and Stuart 



Weitzman put together some of their best performance in several years. Shares have consolidated 

over the past year and remain below the latest peak in 2018, while earnings over the past 12 

months have surpassed where they were at that point. The current rate on the dividend remains 

below the pre-pandemic level, but management has planned to be aggressive with repurchasing 

shares. Shares are available for a forward P/E ratio of 10 and a dividend yield of 2.6%. Our 

Target Price for TPR has been elevated to $63. 

In one of the sharpest reversals ever witnessed, shares of Goodyear Tire (GT – $15.78) moved 

7% higher before the opening of trading on Friday on terrific Q4 results before plunging 27% 

from Thursday’s end-of-day price after a disastrous earnings call with analysts. The tire maker 

turned in adjusted EPS of $0.57 in Q4 (vs. the $0.32 est.), with the bottom line nicely higher than 

the $0.44 per share earned in the same quarter of 2020 and the addition of Cooper Tire boosting 

operating margin to 7.7%. Revenue per tire was up 11% with the spread between price and raw 

materials during the quarter providing a benefit of more than $110 million to the bottom line. 

CFO Darren Woods commented, “Overall, we expect 2022 to be a year of continued volume 

recovery, with replacement industry demand continuing to grow and OE demand recovering as 

the semiconductor shortage situation improves. We expect to be able to more than offset raw 

material costs with pricing actions and improved mix, although our raw material cost increase 

will reach between $700 million and $800 million for the first half. This includes the impact of 

currency and non-feedstock supplier costs.” 

Referencing the additional pieces to the firm’s cost equation, Mr. Woods added, “Inflation, 

including incremental wage, benefit, transportation and energy costs will result in higher 

operating expenses and will continue to be at levels beyond what we can offset with efficiency, 

at least through the first half. Transportation alone will impact Q1 earnings by $20 million to $30 

million, more than it did in Q4.” 

The net result of these comments – management’s free cash flow target of breakeven – is where 

investors seem to have focused their attention. We have long noted that GT has been a volatile 

stock and having taken our lumps in recent years, we were starting to think Goodyear had 

reached an inflection point. To be sure, the company is expected to be profitable in 2022, and 

there is nothing inherently wrong with outlaying capital for future returns (i.e. CapEx). For its 

part, management said that the company was a year ahead of target meeting leverage reduction 

goals and they felt like they could spend a bit more to upgrade equipment a little earlier and 

catch up their inventory to normal levels. 

True, we are a bit skeptical of any fruit borne from additional spending given the capital 

intensive nature of tire-making, especially with all the lip service management gave around cost 

savings related to the Cooper merger. And, the spike in oil prices on Friday did Goodyear no 

favors, but we continue to appreciate the benefits of merging with Cooper (who we had viewed 

as a distinguished operator), and hope that Cooper’s fiscal conservatism and lean operating 

discipline make their way into its new parent instead of the other way around. 

Needless to say, we think the punishment inflicted on the shares did not fit the crime, especially 

given the superb fourth quarter numbers. With the latest drop, shares trade for just six times 



forward earnings estimates, but we wouldn’t be surprised to see revisions roll in over the next 

week. Our Target Price for GT has been edged lower to $26, but those without a position and 

limited Consumer Discretionary Sector and Auto Industry exposure might want to pick up a few 

shares. 

Shares of Honda Motor (HMC – $30.46) enjoyed a nice rebound after the Japanese vehicle 

maker announced that it earned $0.99 per share in fiscal Q3. The print edged out the consensus 

analyst estimate by about 4%, although the year-over-year comparison was not favorable (a 

decline of 37% in dollar terms). It’s no surprise by now that a lack of semiconductors and other 

parts have hampered volume in recent quarters, although management also attributed the weaker 

Q3 to restrictions on employee commutes and an interruption in dealer business hours. 

Motorcycles were a bright spot with revenue and profit growth of 18% and 16%, respectively. 

Looking ahead, management expects full-year revenue and pre-tax profit to increase 10.5% and 

11.6%, respectively, for its fiscal year ending in March, relative to the year prior, with the upbeat 

outlook giving investors cheer. The company stated, “Honda is expecting that the external 

business environment will remain challenging due primarily to the resurgence of COVID-19, the 

supply shortage of certain parts including semiconductors and a further increase in raw material 

cost. Despite this assumption, Honda made an upward revision to the previously announced 

forecast for consolidated operating profit for FY22 to 800 billion yen, an increase by 140 billion 

yen, reflecting its continuous efforts to improve profitability including the control of selling, 

general and administrative (SG&A) expenses and incentives.” 

Foreign exchange has been a headwind, but ought to make exports from its home base more 

attractive. And we remember back some seven years ago when the opposite was true, and the 

firm’s executives were considering moving the firm’s production bases overseas. We expect the 

chip/supply chain crunch to abate somewhat over the next year, which ought to line up well with 

several models (CR-V, HR-V, Pilot, Accord and others) up for refresh in the same period. We 

like that Honda boasts a balance sheet full of cash (about $20.9 billion) separate from its 

financing arm, along with a generous net dividend yield (2.8%) and an inexpensive P/E multiple 

below 8. Of course, our position in HMC is relatively small, so the stock could be used as a 

source of funds at some point for a new name. For the time being, though, we are fine in holding 

our existing position as our Target Price has been bumped up to $40. 

German industrial conglomerate Siemens AG (SIEGY – $78.61) earned 1.08 euros per share in 

fiscal Q1 (vs. a 1.01 euro est.). Revenue came in around 16.5 billion euros (vs. a 15.9 billion 

euro est.). Siemens’ efforts to streamline its business resulted in sales growth around 17% year-

over-year. Substantial demand for ‘green’ investments and infrastructure projects resulted in a 

book-to-bill ratio of 1.47x and the backlog now stands at 93 billion euros. 

CEO Roland Busch commented, “The macroeconomic environment both and remains 

challenging. Persistent pandemic impact, cost inflation and global supply chain related 

constraints and shortages prevail. Crucial area is electronic components, where this situation is 

very dynamic. Tight markets for some parts are now expected to continue to fiscal 2023. Longer 

delivery times than usual in parts of our portfolio led to an exceptional stream of preordering by 

our customers in the automation and electric product businesses. Consequently, a considerable 



backlog has built up, which will take several quarters to process through the system and 

normalize. While we are optimizing manufacturing in our own digitally IoT-enabled factories, 

leveraging our geographical footprint and benefiting from our broad supplier base and global 

partners.” 

Dr. Busch continued, “We are currently not meeting our high standards for delivery times to 

customers for some of our products. Therefore, we work relentlessly to optimize deliveries and 

master these challenges together with our customers. Despite these constraints and the Omicron 

wave building up, we avoided major disruptions in our operations and maintained factory loads 

on high level, yet not always with a product mix we would like to produce. Finally, increased 

cost inflation overall is an opportunity for us to gain market share. Why? Customers are looking 

for market leaders that deliver the highest value to improve their productivity, are resilient and, 

of course, financially strong. As a leader, a technology leader, we are confident to balance cost 

inflation with pricing actions over time.” 

On the topic of the outlook, CFO Ralf Thomas said, “We will continue to execute relentlessly 

our strategic initiatives such as simplifying the portfolio, driving the SaaS transition and value-

creating growth built on digitalization and sustainability. After a strong performance in the first 

quarter, we are confident to achieve our targets for full fiscal ’22. We see the potential to reach 

or even exceed the upper end of the EPS target corridor. We will update you with our guidance 

for the second quarter’s disclosure when we have better visibility, in particular, regarding time 

lines and impact of the portfolio topics.” 

In FY 2022, Siemens expects adjusted EPS between 4.35 euros and 4.60 euros per ADR share 

with revenue growth in the mid-single-digit range and a book-to-bill ratio above 1. The strong 

quarter and even-better outlook caused shares to rise more than 4% in U.S. trading and a 

proposal to pay an annual dividend of 2.00 euros per ADR was approved by shareholders, which 

represents a 14% hike. We like that SIEGY is quickly (for a conglomerate) adapting to changing 

customer needs and continues to put technological innovation on the top of its priority list. On 

the earnings front in dollar terms, analysts expect SIEGY’s EPS to grow from $3.75 in 2021 to 

$5.68 by 2024, putting the P/E around 16 in the near term and 14 for 2024. Given the potential 

ahead, we think that SIEGY remains attractively priced. Our Target Price has been hiked to 

$107. 

Semiconductor equipment firm Cohu (COHU – $30.85) earned an adjusted $0.72 per share in 

Q4 (vs. $0.54 est.). COHU had sales of $191.9 million (vs. $189.3 million est.). Several “design 

wins” resulted in new customers, while growing demand for the company’s products is likely to 

be limited by supply chain challenges. COHU expects Q1 2022 revenue between $188 and $202 

million. The full-year EPS target is $4.00 and the revenue target is $1 billion. Shares tumbled 

over 5% following the announcement, which we found puzzling. 

CEO Luis Muller explained, “In all, this was one of the longest lists of single-quarter design 

wins that I can remember in my tenure at Cohu and gives me confidence that we are on path to 

meet our midterm revenue target. We enter 2022 with an 87% estimated test cell utilization, 

strong backlog and increasing demand for our products. We remain cautious about the tight 

supply chain environment and potential impact of Omicron in the next few months. But we’re 



also excited by the customer traction and the opportunity to broaden our semi test applications 

with our Diamondx tester; growing interest in our Neon inspection and metrology technology; 

expansion in test interface products; and many ongoing qualifications of our DI-Core data 

analytics software solution.” 

Mr. Muller continued, “We forecast 2022 to be a strong year for our semiconductor tester group, 

which is starting to benefit from the many recent customer design wins and expansion within and 

beyond the RF mobility segment; continued gains in inspection and metrology, working to 

qualify Neon at several new customers in 2022; and deploying new vision solutions later in the 

year that further align our products to tighter quality requirements in advanced packaging. We’re 

also planning another growth year for the interface business, particularly in automotive and 

industrial power applications and high-performance RF mobility. DI-Core business is lifting off 

at many automotive and industrial semiconductor manufacturers, augmenting our product 

portfolio and delivering value via mining sensor data in our products to improve our customers’ 

productivity. Finally, we forecast handler demand to moderate in 2022, which we expect will 

drive sequential consolidated gross margin expansion this year.” 

CFO Jeff Jones added, “Customer demand remains strong, and the midpoint of our Q1 revenue 

guidance reflects a small increase over Q4 revenue. Supply chain remains challenging for both 

Cohu and our customers, resulting in small but dynamic shifts in revenue, as some shipments 

were pulled into Q4 while others have been pushed beyond Q1 due to material shortages of 

wafers and lead frames among our customers and supply constraints on certain semiconductors 

used in our testers. Order backlog, customer demand and test cell utilization remains strong and 

bodes well for sequential revenue growth in Q2. However, given the uncertainty with supply 

chain and semiconductor availability, we’re hesitant to comment in further detail about future 

quarterly revenue at this time.” 

When asked for specifics related to supply chain issues, Mr. Muller said, “We are modeling 

continued challenge at our customers, both from a sourcing wafers as well as sourcing substrates 

and lead frames perspective. So it’s hard to quantify, but we have some understanding in a few 

instances from our customers of the situation. And then on our own side, as we have been 

mentioning now for several quarters, the supply chain remains pretty tight and at this stage even 

shifting a little bit to tightness in sourcing some discrete electronic components for motors, 

controllers as well as sourcing semiconductor devices themselves.” 

Cohu’s specialized equipment is an important part of semiconductor manufacturing, and we 

expect demand to remain strong as long as chips remain in short supply. Even COHU can’t 

completely dodge supply chain hiccups and we were not particularly surprised to see their 

outlook tempered as a result. Certainly, if things clear up faster than expected, the share price is 

likely to rally accordingly. Shares are off the $50.55 high set a year ago, but we think there is 

potential to return—and exceed—that level. COHU sports a reasonable sub-8 forward earnings 

ratio based on the $4.00 management EPS forecast. The dividend remains suspended, but the 

company has resumed share repurchases, which totaled 207,000 shares in Q4. The repurchases 

are aimed at offsetting dilution for now and we think the strong environment offers the 

opportunity to reduce the share count in the future. Our Target Price for COHU has inched up to 

$59. 
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